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Overview 
Use the Import (RFP) template to bulk import programmatic packages, 
lines, and creative placements, and social buys. You can also use the 
Export media plan to copy and Export media plan to change options 
for programmatic and social buys on the Buy view to expedite building 
and updating the media plan.  

1. Importing programmatic buys  

When importing, the value Package Name column creates the link 
between programmatic packages, lines, and creative placements. Lines 
and creative placements are added to the media plan in the same 
order they appear in the Import template. 

When you import programmatic buys, some programmatic fields are 
not included on the Import template. They are handled as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field Level Required? Notes 

Supplier Programmatic 
package 

No Defaults based on the supplier that is stored against 
the Provider instance in Agency Setup. 

Market place Programmatic 
package 

No Defaults to Open exchange, Self-Service on import 

Discount DSP Line No Defaults to blank  

Cost type  DSP Line No Defaults to Commissionable  

 All fields for programmatic creative placements are fully supported in the Import template. 

2. Exporting programmatic buys to change 
When you select the Export media plan to change option on the Buy view, some programmatic fields are not included 
on the Import template. They are handled as follows: 

Field Level Required? Notes 

Supplier Programmatic 
package 

No This is excluded from the export, so when you re-import, 
Prisma uses the existing Supplier value  

Market place Programmatic 
package 

No This is excluded from the export, so when you re-import, 
Prisma uses the existing Marketplace value  

Discount DSP line No This value is excluded from the export, so when you re-
import, Prisma uses the existing Discount 

Cost type  DSP line No This is excluded from the export, so when you re-import, 
Prisma uses the existing Cost type 
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3. Exporting programmatic buys to copy 

When you select the Export media plan to copy option on the Buy view, some programmatic 

fields are not included on the Import template. They are handled as follows: 

Field Level Required? Notes 

Supplier Programmatic 
package 

No Defaults to blank on import 

Market 
place 

Programmatic 
package 

No Defaults to blank on import 

Discount DSP Line No Defaults to blank  

Cost type  DSP Line No Defaults to Commissionable  

4. Working with the import template 

Access the template 
The import template is used to import new proposals from suppliers. Use the Download import 
template button on the Plan view to download a blank template. After you populate the file 
with placement data, click the Import proposal button on the media plan toolbar to import it. 

Use the template 
When you open the template, position the pointer over each column head to view a definition 
of the column's contents. 

The template is an Excel file with two tabs: Proposal Spreadsheet and Contact Information. 

  The Proposal Spreadsheet tab contains high-level details about the campaign. 

 The Contact Information tab has two sections: 

 Agency Information, which contains details about the agency that requested this 
proposal. 

 Publisher Information, which contains information about the supplier that owns the site 
on which the proposal's placements will be served. 

 Campaign Management imports all details in your local format (such as for dates and currency). 

 You should use the Excel add-in (macro) in the Import template to validate the media plan and find any 
errors. 

 

5. Package type 

The following options are the way in which each placement relates to a package. 

 Package: the parent grouping for a series of related placements. 

 Child: an individual placement within a package. 

 Standalone: a placement that's not associated with a package. 

 Roadblock: a roadblock package. 

 Programmatic package: a programmatic package 

 DSP line: a programmatic line 

 Child: a child (creative) placement for a programmatic DSP line 

 When importing programmatic buys using the Import template, Campaign Management links the 
packages, lines, and children by the Package name and Placement name values. 

6. Filling in the template for the package type 

In the following example, I have an RFP template that is already filled out to illustrate a 
Programmatic buy.  

When there is a DSP line within a Programmatic package, you’ll enter it in the template just like 
a regular package.  

 Here, the package name is “Package” so the Package Name and Placement Name 

are “Package”.  

 

 The DSP line’s name is “Line”. So for the DSP line, the Package Name will still be 

“Package” but the Placement Name will be “Line”.  

 

 The above is just like entering packages for direct buys.  

 However when you add your Creative placement or Child package type, you need to fill 
that in as follows. As you see below, the Package Name will be the line name 

(“Line”) while the Placement Name, will be the Creative name (“Creative”). 
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Finally, the imported template will look like the following screenshot. 

 

 Any subsequent child/creative placements will also have “Line” as the Package Name in the above 
case. 

 
 
 


